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"Dancing is a waste of time.. .You go,
go, go" Charisse concludes after
watching him [Astaire] dance, "but
you don't get anywhere." (Cohan,
quoting from a scene in Silk Stockings,
48)

When Fred Astaire finished his last television
dance in 1968, it is said that
pulled his toupee
off his head, threw it on the floor and stomped
on it. He had had,
said, enough of dancing
and although he continued acting in film until
1982 it was with relief that Astaire turned to his
real passion, golf.
Most considerations of the
art of Fred
Astaire present him as the personification of
light-hearted, elegant, and carefree dance char
acteristic of movie musicals in the 1930's and
'40's. His technique of combining tap with social
dance and integrated the results into a frothy
escapist romance whereby, as Cohan suggests, ".
. . his body's energy and motion redefine narra
tive space in completely visual terms as specta
cle" (48). But there is another facet to Astaire's
dancing that is intriguing, disturbing. This is
the sense of danger and destructiveness, the
implied or explicit violence in
of his solos
and in at least one of his major group numbers.
These images of Astaire are reflective of another
film style of
time, film noir.
Astaire dances that reflect noir traits include
fire cracker solo in Holiday Inn (Sandrich
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1942), the drunken, glass-shattering bar scene from The Sky's the Limit
(Griffith 1943),1 and the Top Hat (Sandrich 1935) production number
which Astaire not only strikes the floor with his cane, but shoots down
a chorus line of men,
of whom
dressed identically to him. The
noir shadow double is explored with a less directly ominous suggestion
in the "Bojangles of Harlem" for Swing Time ( Stevens 1936).
The opening of an American Cinema Project series documentary
about film noir features an unidentified male voice-over narrator who
states that the movie-going audiences of the late 1930's and early 1940's
a wide variety of entertainment
which
choose.2 While an
uncredited Astaire production number plays, the voice-over says that
light-hearted musicals were all the
but the narrator was looking
for stories from the "darker, seamier
of life" be found in film noir.
A closer look at Astaire, however, reveals that although the joy and elo
quence of escapist luxury was crucial to
stage
Astaire also
darker and seamier
in film.
Although few movie stars3 made the radical shift from musical gen
res to film noir it is interesting that the forceful and defiantly joyful style
of tap should provide Astaire with the means to explore noir issues
embedded in otherwise light-hearted musicals. The association with
film noir and
underworld connections
violence, social instability,
and masculine anxiety in Astaire's numbers is noted by Steven Cohan:
"I don't think it is simply a coincidence of film history that the integrat
ed Hollywood dance musical became so popular as that other emblem
atic postwar genre, film noir" (65). Cohan
to point out some sim
ilarities between Astaire's
narratives and film noir, including an
urban experience that plays
a fragmentation of masculine identity,
anxieties associated with postwar life, and violence. To be sure, there
are many obvious ways Astaire's film dances were not like film noir. His
partnered sequences and solos were positioned within movie musical
narratives featuring happy rather than tragic conclusions. Astaire's
character nearly always attained the woman of his
by the end
the picture, and
had enough artistic control
his dance sequences
to dictate camera, lighting, and space relationships that particularly dis
played his technique.
camera showed his
dancing body in
bright lighting. There were no tilted angles. Astaire experimented with
highly polished floors, and the spaces in which
were thinly
disguised stages free of clutter so that
could move freely.4
Most importantly, Astaire maintained
on-stage persona as an
upper-class hero (or variously, a diffidently ordinary guy who could
effect
illusion of wealth and sophistication)
knew how to dance
so well that
could sweep any smart, upper-class lady off her feet. He
did not explore the lower middle-class "working stiff" dance
which later served Gene Kelley. But in spite of
differences, Astaire
moved in decidedly noir directions in several of his tap dance solos.
The source of this transition may be found in
very nature of the
tap style of dance. Tap suggests
explosion, disguised though it may
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be in complex rhythms, or rendered less threateningly symbolic as "just
a dance." It acts as a form of language because tap defines a very spe
cific time and space as much by what it is not (silence), as by what it is
(alternations of abrupt sounds with silence). Even if that time and space
may be suspended from a realistic flow, tap has
own integrity and
reality. It is analogous to speech: tap implies a singularity of identity as
precise, clean and crisp as the statement "I am." Such a statement is
usually coded as distinctly masculine and has an associative relation
ship with other "masculine" activities of violent conflict.5
This is especially true when the conflict is between the individual
and any agency threatening the unity, or cohesiveness of that individ
identity. Core issues regarding individual and/vs. community,
defined the experience of African American slavery in which tap
its
roots; these issues are in turn related to identity conflicts for the film noir
hero
struggles against random, unidentifiable and implacable
forces.6
fact that the enemy is unreachable does not mean that the
need
strike is
removed. By reaching back through the roots of
tap and pushing the technique forward out of a vernacular entertain
ment into
individually expressive art form, Astaire touches
prob
lems of uncertainty, identity fragmentation, and anger characteristic
film noir.
way in which
does this reflects several cinemato
graphic traits inherent in film noir consistent with the sentiments of his
time.7
There is something very definite in tap dancing — the dancer is
either on or off the beat with each strike of the tap. There can be no
question about it.
act of hitting expresses both pleasure and frus
tration, a nearly instinctive impulse of
body. This duality touches
the core of dance itself as an integrated human activity. Perhaps there is
incongruity that tap dancing has such strong masculine connota
tions, or that another word to denote tap is "striking." Implicit in the
act of dancing is a kind of violence.
dance style of tap furthermore occupies an ambiguous position
between legitimate and illegitimate action in the tensions it establishes
between compliance and defiance inherited from
origins in slavery.
As such, it potentially contains a subtle affinity with film noir themes
which distinctions between lawful and unlawful, moral and imoral,
become a matter of interpretation or perspective. The idea that "Crime
is only a left-handed
of human endeavor" applies as much to the
implications of tap dancing as
the dark urban underworld of film
noir.8 The dichotomy of a dance that expresses both compliance and
defiance is perhaps best explained through a history of
beginnings.
Accounts of the midway passage and slave life
plantations indicate
that slavers encouraged dancing as a means to counteract depression
and suicide.9 Slaves were often encouraged or even forced
dance for
the entertainment of their masters and guests. But in a contradictory
stance, slave dance was
repressed and controlled because it pro
vided communal support and continuity with African origins that also
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affirmed individual identity, even rebellion against forces threatening
that identity. Although precise documentation
the origins of tap is
vague,
speculation
its gradual hybridization between black
slave dances and European social dance (notably Irish and Scots clog
rhythms) in the United States is accepted by dance historians. Dance
historian Sally Sommers writes in the International Encyclopedia of Dance
entry under "Tap" (Vol. 6) that
Opportunities for whites and blacks to watch each other began
the early 1500s when enslaved Africans were shipped to the West
Indies . . . Slaves purchased
the stopover in the Caribbean
islands came into contact with thousands of Irishmen and Scots
men who were deported, exiled, or sold in the new English plan
tation islands .. . Between 1600 and 1800, the new American tap
hybrid slowly emerged from British
dances and a variety
secular and religious African step dances ... By 1800, "jigging"
was applied to any black style of dancing in which the dancer . .
. emphasized movement from the hips down with quickly shuf
fling feet beating tempos as fast as trip-hammers. Jigging com
petitions . . . abounded on plantations and urban centers where
freedmen and slave congregated
(2606)

Further accounts of the years prior to, and following the Civil War,
cite the
Points district of New York as the location of raucous dance
halls in which Irish, Italian and German immigrants fought and traded
with freed African American slaves and white natives.10 Their compet
itive virtuoso
"jiggin" steps eventually became tap. And
into
the 1930's, urban street tap dancing for money thrown into a hat hopped
barely a heartbeat ahead of the police, who were periodically ordered to
clear the streets of charlatans, thieves, and pickpockets. Although
details of the relationship of tap dance to film noir violence and
urban
underworld mis-en-scene merit more discussion than is possible here, the
condition of having to struggle against insurmountable odds was
a common narrative for both the voluntary and involuntary immigrants
the United States whose
traditions combined and evolved
together into tap.
Astaire's heavy reliance
tap and his invocation of the despairing
force of a film noir hero's narrative converge in an ultimate "striking
out," often both figurative and literal. We watch his dance pieces with
fascination, not to see the hero succeed, but to see how
will conduct
a battle we know
can't win. Through ambiguities of time,
or
state of mind, social and individual issues such as sanity, gender, or a
moral code are threatened and hopelessly challenged.
Although tap style is incorporated into most of his dances, Astaire's
partnered numbers rarely approach these dark themes directly. How
ever, it might be significant point out that all in all his romantic dance
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sequences, Astaire displayed his partners in a way consistent with the
noir coding of the feminine. As extreme stereotypical opposites, a noir
female character is either an illusory angel or a satanic femme fatale.
Astaire's dance partners usually fell within the saintly category. He
transformed Rogers into a goddess (Croce 17) when
danced with her,
and his other partners were treated with similar reverence.
satanic
aspect of the feminine was left alone except in his taming of Rogers'
saucy attitude; still, it is possible to
a case for these partnered
dances as noir expressions. As Croce makes clear, "Fred's feeling
Ginger can't be expressed in conventional love scenes ... until
dances
with her
hasn't possessed her" (5). While this possession fulfills
desire in the movie musical, it has quite the opposite effect in film noir,
where possession of the desired woman usually provides the typical
noir hero with the means of his destruction.11 When Astaire dances
alone,
the other hand,
appears to find release
the demands
of civil chivalry inherent in the male/female dialogue of social dance
forms.
Through the traditionally masculine virtuosity and individual self
absorption of tap Astaire explores his individual dance persona in
greater depth, ranging along the borderlines between laughter and
tears, the barrier between joy and grief. In discussing one of Astaire's
more unusual dance numbers in The Barkleys of Broadway (Walters 1949),
Mueller touches
the seamless shift from a pleasant eccentricity to a
more ominous tone: "Astaire's confrontation with disembodied dancing
shoes . . . gradually builds from idle fancy to a maniacal threat" (34).
According to the American Cinema Project documentary, this kind
fast switch
an
pleasure
an insane excessiveness is particu
larly closely associated with
"messy, dirty, contradictory nature
film noir." Cohan contrasts film noir's with Fred Astaire's construction
masculinity:

In contrast to the more opppressive, often hysterical, depiction
post-war America's restoration of binarized gender roles in film
noir, the musical imagined an alternative style of masculinity,
grounded in spectacle and spectatorship, which
literal
ly made visible and given body by Fred Astaire, and this was
surely no mean accomplishment for a popular mainstream
genre.
(66)

striking of his tap shoes is amplified by props of a more direct
ly violent sort when Astaire
off toy torpedoes against the floor in
Holiday
exploding bombs associate his tapping with gunfire,
timed to add accents into
rhythmic complexity. But delight in this
unusual integration of violence and dance is darkened by narrative
pressures. Although the dance number is excused as a Fourth of July
entertainment, it appears at a point in
story when Astaire's charac
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ter is struggling to obtain the woman of his dreams. Having tentative
ly stolen her from his friend (played by Bing Crosby), Astaire remains
uncertain of his conquest. He seems to take temporary refuge from the
indecisiveness of the situation in the sharp staccato and immediate sat
isfaction of small explosions. These little "torpedo bombs" flashing
sparks around
feet not only evoke the pleasure of noise-making for
celebration, but also hint at larger, more deadly bombs - those of World
War II.
Another key to Astaire's darker side may be found in how
manip
ulates
persona as a song-and-dance man within the movie spectacle.
While Cohan compares the integrated dance musical as a visual excess
compared to the visual spareness of film noir (66), Astaire's solo numbers
carry their own elements of deliberate clarity, as suggested by Mueller
(27 and 30) when discussing Astaire's sense of cinematography. Cer
tainly the visual lines of
movements in
are clean and unclut
tered; costumes in black and white further reinforce a kind of mono
graphic identification of his persona with the sleek, smooth and grace
ful elegance of timeless
This identification is repeated as a reli
able refrain throughout most of his dance numbers. In similar fashion,
film noir established
cinematic characteristics through a carefully con
trolled and unrealistic urban mis-en-scene that evoked, rather than accu
rately depicted a chaotic urban existence. As Hirsch recalls:

[T]he earliest period [of film noir] . . . presented cities that were
primarily studio-created, deliberately lacking the fullness and
density of a real city. Shown, most typically, at night, the studio
city of darkened rainy streets was eerily deserted,
pools of
shadows pregnant with menace. The simplified and semi
abstract cityscapes of the studio-made thrillers provided the
appropriate backdrop for stories of entrapment. Films set in this
environment were claustrophobic psychological studies, stories
of obsession and confinement in which the world begins small
and then progressively closes in
the fated protagonists. In
these dramas of wriggling, harried, increasingly desperate char
acters, the outside world is filtered through only in limited
doses, as in a sense, an 'accessory to the crime.
(15)

Croce points out that Astaire's dancing exemplified "the fine art
understatement . . . his casual, flip manner was the more affecting for
being somewhat insecure" (13).
noir hero is
engaging in his insecurity. Fate has placed him
an untenable position and though doomed,
engages the sympathies
of the audience by struggling physically, emotionally, and intellectually
against it. Although the clipped wit of a victimized noir hero may be
clever, it rarely serves to aid
in his fight; neither does Astair's witty
tapping actually "get
anywhere." Hirsch telescopes Raymond
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Durgnat's analysis of eleven sub-categories of film noir heroes into
"three basic patterns: stories about cool private eyes; flailing victims;
and hard-core criminals."12 But of these
Hirsch believes that it is
the victim hero
occupies
most complex and interesting posi

In the postwar period many thrillers were about neurotic char
acters lured into a world of crime; victims and good men gone
wrong, they are not hardened criminals who willfully set them
selves up in opposition to society. Rather, they are often middle
class family men; steady, likable fellows
happen to be in the
wrong place at the wrong time, tricked by a twist of fate . . .
Standing between the cynical investigator and the committed
criminal, the noir victim is the most interesting and most origi
nal of the
anti-heroes,
ideal patsy for the world view
that is at the core of noir . .. [he] walks a tightrope across a land
scape strewn with traps ready to spring at the slightest misstep,
the smallest detour, 'the world is a dangerous place' is
of the
axioms of noir — and it is especially so for the man who
lived according to the rules.
solid bourgeois is a prime tar
get, his straight and narrow virtue a invitation to downfall, a
thin
against churning inner dissatisfactions . . . the ones
living small, repressed, outwardly conventional lives . . . are the
most susceptible of all.
(12-3)
At the end of Detour (Ulmer 1945), for example, a police car appears out
of nowhere to arrest the guilty murderer,
talks to himself as he
walks apparently aimlessly down
abandoned highway. And Walter
Neff very suddenly seals his doom with Phyllis in Double Indemnity by
grabbing her in an embrace out of proportion to their previous overt
relationship, drawing instead upon
accumulated force of covert sex
ual entendres. An Astaire dance ends in a similar fashion, simply and
apparently naturally, with a surreal fatalism. Astaire specialized
"endings that occur suddenly, without buildup, fanfare, or ornament"
(Mueller
In both these film-endings and Astaire's dance-endings
there is a suggestion of hidden, yet potent forces at work which ulti
mately, irrevocably ruin the hero.
A variation of the noir illusion of self-control and possession for the
victim hero is sometimes explored through the effects of alcohol.
Astaire's dance experiments with the subject of drunkenness date his
earliest Vaudeville skits with his sister Adele and resurface in the bar
dance in The Sky's the Limit.13 Certainly the literature film noir accen
tuates
relationship with the psychological angst and uncertain
residues of the war even after the veterans returned home. Mueller
expresses the theme of The Sky's the Limit in a way that evokes the pre
occupations of film noir when he calls it "an affectingly dark comedy
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about the impact of World War II on life and love" (11).
film was
intended as a paean to the air force pilots of the war, and in general it is
full of American war-time propaganda and sentiments. Although she
embodies the nurturing and loving
of Woman rather than the femme
fatale, it is indeed a woman
has driven Astaire's character obses
sively to drink. In
bar
solo, Astaire throws himself violently
about the space, jumps
top of the large bar, and breaks stacks
glasses as though drunk. The number engages a tension of opposing
feelings in the audience; an excitement created by control that appears
to be out of control. The dancer is in complete self-possession even as
the character is in a state of near-mindless anguish; Astaire never lets us
forget this even while
is brutally destructive. He throws things into
the bar mirror as if destroy the reflected image of himself.14 Even so,
Astaire maintains the discipline and ordering sequence of sound inher
ent in tap while
incorporates the sudden, chaotic shattering of
Astaire's rebellion in this number particularly refutes the image
the song-and-dance man as one who upholds civilized behavior. While
Cohan describes the male star of a musical as "feminized" in contrast to
"the castrated
or rogue detective of noir dramas" (66), Astaire
expresses in these numbers a rogue destructiveness behind and beyond
the elegant beauty of impeccable control. It is through dancing into and
out of control in this bar scene that Astaire tells the audience how pro
foundly
has been crushed by love, yet how determined
is
pre
vail at that point in the story.
effect is not unlike that generated by the noir hero-victim who
gains a moment of
and almost begins believe
deserves all its
advantages. The audience, too, begins to hope his struggles will pay off,
even though it knows his accomplishments will more probably dissolve
into fleeting illusions.
layering of Astaire's dance of destruction
The Sky's the Limit is certainly resonant with noir heroes who, with the
best of intentions, end up in physical, moral, and spiritual decay
by drink.
Astaire and noir films further share repeated images that derive
from the cinematic gaze. Laura Mulvey's analysis of the gaze upon the
feminine divides scopophelia (the love of looking) into voyeuristic and
fetishistic gazing.
Song-and-dance men suggest an analogous
scopophelic look. While a dancer like Gene Kelley invites a distinctly
voyeuristic gaze, Astaire seems to work better with the fetishistic
approach.15 Both tactics of exhibitionism have certain advantages and
drawbacks, but it is the isolation of body parts at work in Astaire's danc
ing that best emphasizes a noir fragmentation of the self.
In order to engage the fetishistic gaze, Astaire characteristically uses
small gestures, or even shoots glances at the movie audience,
call
attention to certain parts of himself so that a part comes
for the
whole. Restriction and careful stylization is
a film noir trait, as
Hirsch indicates through the analysis
gives of Stanwyck's character
Phyllis in Double Indemnity:
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Stanwyck's method is one of subtraction rather than theatrical
embellishment as she reduces expression and gesture to a mini
mum. She plays in a narrow, tight emotional range, creating a
recognizable American housewife of a certain
and class —
except that something is missing, some crucial human element
omitted . . . Stanwyck's acting is thus an imitation of reality
only the narrowest possible sense.. .tough dames and guys hard
ly move their facial muscles or their lips, their darting, narrowed
eyes the only movements in their
(7)
camera continues the stylization of parts to the whole when Phyllis
first descends the staircase to speak to Walter as it lingeringly remains
fixed
her ankle and the anklet that attractively "chains" it. But
female characters aren't the only ones use spare, segmented images to
signify the noir genre. Just as a slouched hat and raincoat signifies the
hero of a hard-boiled fiction without our being
see a face, so does
dress signify the Astaire song-and-dance persona. The presence of the
top hat which Astaire flicks by the brim, the black shoes (or blue socks)
which focus attention on
feet, or the tie around the waist signify
"Astaire" even more than his
face.
Isolating the viewer's attention on specific parts of the body is a
technique used in the very first image of Top Hat.
line of well-dressed
men are visible only from the knees down. In a moment, Astaire's feet
tap
place in front of them, soon followed by Roger's trademark
high-heeled feet and swishing skirt hem. In case there could be any
doubt as to whose feet these are, the credits slide into place along with
the images. Who but Astaire would star in a movie called Top Hat? Even
during the credits, a picture of a top hat morphs into a real one.
stiff
upper lip and formal top hats of an exclusive London men's club
the audience into that inner sanctum, which is echoed in Astaire's for
mal dress, yet at the same time rejected by his staccato departure from
the threshold in the first
Astaire presents the audience with a
dual nature: he has just as much class as anyone in the club yet his tap
ping, inseparable from his expressive style, marks him as rebellious,
unable to restrain his exuberance long enough to conform to the rules.
This identity conflict is explored through the narrative of the story as
well as in
dancing later in the movie.
There are moments in which Astaire breaks the flow of movement
and poses in a "vogueing" manner in the Top Hat production
"Top Hat, White
and Tails". These still, highly stylized poses are
confusing until it is understood that they allow the audience a good
look at him, in particular, at the iconic dimension of
movie persona.
So while his costume cues fragmented parts of Astaire's body stand
for
whole of his
whole of
image may
be arrested
in moments of stillness to stand for the dancing (always moving) body
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that is uniquely his own. Mueller interprets Astaire's artistic choices in
the sequence as follows:

Astaire's imagination turned a straightforward song-and-dance
routine with a
chorus into something dramatically sugges
tive, with a touch of gangsterism. There's a 'misterioso' passage
in which, the chorus having momentarily disappeared, the light
ing and music are lowered and
reacts to unseen presences
a man being threatened
a lonely street. . .the meaning of the
passage is nonspecific. All one can say is that it seems intrinsi
cally related to the big 'shooting gallery' mime routine that fol
lows, and that
one but Astaire would have thought of it.
(62)

use of giant shadows behind Astaire in the "Bojangles
Harlem" tap tribute from the later Swing Time dance number is also
highly reflective of noir film style and suggests another variation of the
multiplied/divided self metaphor approached in Top Hat. 16 Mueller
comments "It was not until
seventh film, Swing Time, that
tried out process photography: in the "Bojangles" solo
with,
and against shadows of himself" (30). Or more specifically (since the
lighting in those moments silhouettes him as if
had suddenly become
one of the wall shadows with which
had just been dancing), Astaire's
shadow in the Bojangles sequence presents visually expressed shifts
his states of mind, leading us to imagine the possibility of insanity and
a fragmentation of purpose, key characteristics of the deteriorating noir
hero.
In Projecting the Shadow: The Cyborg Hero in American Film, Rushing
and Frentz discuss the film noir attributes of Blade Runner (Scott 1982) as
a psychological study not entirely unlike Astaire's in the Top Hat pro
duction number:
[M]uch of
film's style . . . reflect(s) back to film noir, in which
the world-weary detective journeys inward toward the "heart
darkness" of the urban landscape. In the traditional film noir ,
the hero discovers in the city something other than what
was
hired to investigate . . . He [the
must face his shadow and
"see" that his projections are himself ... Like a lucid dreamer, he
starts
realize that
is dreaming while not yet completely
awake and begins a dialogue with his
unconscious.
(156-7)

Just such a process of self-fragmentation and displacement extends into
a kind of counterbalance of multiplication when Astaire dances in the
Top Hat number with a chorus of men dressed as his identical doubles:
as do the shadows, the members of this chorus multiply and fragment
Astaire in a
that both augments and diminishes him.17 In this seg
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ment, not only does Astaire strike his cane against the floor to establish
its explosive relationship to
tapping, but later uses it as if it were a
gun to shoot
the line of dancing doubles. We don't so much hear
these
as feel them.
image is all the more eerie if these target
ed figures are to be seen as representatives of that fractured masculine
identity that is so often a part of noir characterizations. The effect repli
cates the "voice over" narration of a noir hero in which changes of mind,
shifts of moral code, opportunistic expediency, desire, despair, and com
plex frames of mind collide. Although humorous, the sequence in
which one "double" dodges his bullets only
be quelled by a pan
tomime arrow, also suggests a persistent, unwanted, and recurrent char
acter flaw which eventually brings down the film noir man. The tap
sequences Astaire performs are either repeated or responded to by this
chorus of self ranged behind him as if they stand for his subconscious.
Masculine spectacle traditionally incorporates elements of danger,
violence, and death. An Astaire solo becomes as isolated in
and
space as the finest traditional display of masculine violence - the kungfu fight sequence. Both fights and dance sequences may be viewed as
narratives-within-the-narrative of the movie, or as pieces expressive of
an open-ended state during which masculinity is defined through vio
lent competition. Mueller suggests "that it is better to think of the
Astaire musicals as dance films with plots rather than as story films
with dances" (26). Warriors of another ilk have not missed the associa
tion between symbolic violence and fictional narrative. In
of the
first scenes of Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon (Ang Lee 2000), Master Li
Mu Bai (Chow Yun-Fat) offers this insight:

day during meditation training I rose a plane where
was utter radiance so wonderful I could not understand why the
master
not shared it. And then I felt . . . something
despair but greater; a sorrow so intense I could not take it.
Something was saying [I should] return to reality.
This could
as a statement of purpose for the essence of the movie
going experience as well as for
fictional warrior male hero. In Alan
Altman's representation, the fictive quality of movie-going is best real
ized in Astaire-style musicals:
Between the screen and the audience there is an empty space, a
sort of no-man's-land into which no one dares to venture.
there, on the
and bright; back here, row upon row
of darkened seats. Up there an imaginary but fascinating realm,
a light show which takes
aspect of reality; back here a
dimly perceived world of flesh and blood, a darkened crowd
which seems to lose
reality as the film takes on a reality of its
own. It is this very opposition that characterizes the style of the
American film musical.. . This second, ideal world shares many
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of the qualities of the projected image; it is bright, colorful and
fascinating, but ultimately chimerical, the product of a
a
light show, a magician's legerdemain
(60)

Deceptions, cinemagraphic illusions, ambiguities, and multiple lay
ers of meaning are all intrinsic elements of film noir directly and indi
rectly invoked in Astaire's solos. While his dances and the principles
film noir may, or may not have been mutually influential, both represent
continued revisions of the essential conflicts between individual identi
ty and the demands of social duty in
specialized realm of the cine
matic world.

Notes:
1. Mueller states that Astaire
no choreographic collaborators for his
dances in this film, and cites this movie as the test of Astaire's consider
able talent in creating his own dances (15).
2. This documentary series designed to discuss popular media was
viewed in its preview form only, and as such lacked sufficient credits.
The precise Astaire movie which it refers is not recorded; however,
is my estimation that it would have been one made close to Royal Wed
ding (Donen 1951) due the lavish brilliance of colors in the costumes.
His partner is not Ginger Rogers.
3. A notable actor who did make this transition is Dick Powell, who,
during the 1930's starred opposite Ruby Keeler in such musicals as
Dames (1934), and then in the 1940's moved
dramatic roles in film
noir classics, among them Murder My Sweet (1944).
4. Mueller describes Astaire's film working methods and cinematic
decisions in greater detail.
5. In Laura Mulvey's landmark essay, "Visual Pleasure," she discusses
Lacan's analysis of language by way of explaining that in any symbolic
communicative system, women are signified (or granted an identity)
through the male gaze. This implies that the viewer (male) retains a
fixed, essential, and clear sense of self, while the performer (female)
identity is mutable and dependant the aesthetics of masculine desire.
male
then, is the signifier and the female the bearer of signifi
cation. This leads her to consider Lacan's complex contention that while
in a symbolic order, men and women do not exist, women exist less than
do men. Her argument may be complicated by the fact that in Astaire's
films the performer is male.
6. Director Eroll Morris in the Annenberg CPB Project documentary
Film Noir discusses this feature of Noir as a threat both hero and the
audience
whom he speaks. "[Noir] is a correct representation of the
anxiety posed by the system. Great Noir poses the question, 'Why me?
Why is this happening to me?' And the very dark answer that it pro
vides—the almost unacceptable answer—no reason. For
reason at
all."
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/jx/vol7/iss2/5
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7. Foster Hirsch details conventions of film noir, including carefully styl
ized urban images,
types of noir heroes and their corresponding
narrative tropes based upon detective dime novels, the moral coding
inherent in black and white film techniques, extremes of lighting in
rain and night scenes, and the multiple identity fragmentations
mirrors, glass and water.
8.
line is presumed to have come from Edward Dmytryk's 1941
crime film, Confessions of Boston Blackie. As it appeared in the Annen
berg CPB Project documentary Film Noir the specific movie
clip was
from was uncredited.
9. First-hand witness accounts of slave dancing are presented and dis
cussed in detail in Hazzard-Gordon (6-18).
10. Anbinder, 172-3, 175, 196-200, 346.
11. Walter Neff in Double Indemnity, (Wilder 1944) for example, must
possess Phyllis and he is even willing to commit murder in order to
have her all to himself.
12. In this instance
is quoting Raymond Durgnat.
13. Mueller offers the example of the Vaudeville Wayburn
which the child performers Fred and Adele imitate adult behavior with
Fred drunk and Adele trying
get him to come home.
14. Hirsch cites mirrors and windows as key thematic tools of noir as
evidenced in the titles of classic noir films; The Window, Rear Window, The
Woman in the Window and The Dark Mirror.
15. A detailed discussion
difference of cinematic approach
between Astaire and Kelly is offered by Delameter 133-167, and 206-227.
16.
film accentuates an evocation of film noir since it is shot in black
and white.
extreme contrasts of black and white in Astaire's cos
tume, of bright lighting with the projections of the giant shadows of
himself, and the expressive poses in which
ends dance phrases
deep crouches suggest noir associations.
17. Displacement of undesired characteristics onto other (monster,
shadow, female,
bodies as a psychological tactic in film and culture
is discussed in detail by Rushing and
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